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Abstract 

Media today has a major role to play in perception 
building. Whatever is said and written in the media 
has an impact on the readership. Ever since 
Pakistan commenced its military nuclear program, 
it has been under the scrutiny of the international 
media, especially media in the U.S. Some of the 
comments in the U.S. media pertain to Pakistan’s 
nuclear proliferation history; others speculate on its 
safety and security and promote concerns of this 
technology falling in the wrong hands. Lastly, 
apprehensions about Pakistan being the fastest 
growing nuclear program in the world have also 
gained traction. Furthermore, overlaid to these 
alleged fears are the assertions that Pakistan’s 
nuclear decision making is dominated by the 
military. The purpose of this research is to inquire 
the public perceptions this misinformation may 
built to falsely portray Pakistan’s role in the nuclear 
non-proliferation. A wide range of samples from 
the opinion and editorial sections of the U.S. 
newspaper The New York Times’ (NYT) is 
researched upon. The conclusion drawn from this 

1 Nidaa Shahid recently completed a research fellowship at King’s College 
London, UK. She has done MPhil from the Department of Defense and Strategic 
Studies, Quaid-e-Azam University. She is also a former research fellow of 
Research Society for International Law (RSIL), Lahore; James Martin Centre for 
Non-proliferation Studies Monterey, CA, U.S. and Sandia National Labs 
Albuquerque, NM, U.S. 
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research is that majority of the opinions published 
in the NYT focus primarily on disseminating 
negative perceptions about Pakistan’s nuclear 
program and fails to highlight the positive steps 
that Pakistan has taken. This type of selective 
media reporting embeds doubts in the minds of the 
U.S. public which may mislead the policy makers. 
Their reliance on preconceived notions about 
Pakistan could be detrimental. There is a need to 
change the trajectory of negative reporting about 
the Pakistani nuclear program in the international 
media. This can be achieved by working with the 
U.S. at the government, media and public levels. 

Key Words:The New York Times, Pakistan’s nuclear program, U.S., 
international media, policy makers 

Introduction 

Pakistan’s nuclear program became a challenge for the great 
powers of the world ever since it commenced its military program. 
However, despite the negative feedback and obstacles in its 
pathway Pakistan tested their nuclear weapons in 1998. Negative 
perceptions about Pakistan’s nuclear program, especially with 
regards to its safety and security, emerged soon after it successfully 
conducted its nuclear tests. The whole world, specially the US, was 
skeptical about Pakistan’s nuclear program and surmised that its 
management was inadequate. The security and safety of its 
arsenals was also invariably regarded dubious. The international 
media, especially in the U.S. played a large role in shaping these 
perceptions about Pakistan. Some of these speculations pertain to 
Pakistan’s nuclear proliferation history; others speculate on its 
safety and security and promote fear of this technology falling in 
the wrong hands. Lately, apprehensions about Pakistan being the 
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fastest growing nuclear program in the world have gained traction. 
Overlaid to these alleged fears is the skepticism that Pakistan’s 
nuclear decision making is in the control of  military.  

During the past decade or so, the relationship between 
Pakistan and the U.S. has undergone a major shift. Ever since 9/11, 
the U.S. Pakistan partnership “has been plagued by tensions and 
setbacks” according to a strategic survey conducted by Feroz H. 
Khan and Ryan F French.2 The issue of the Pakistani nuclear 
program has been a major source of contention between the two 
countries, among several other issues. Whereas the U.S. 
government has stated on numerous occasions that they are 
satisfied with the nuclear program of Pakistan with regards to its 
safety and security, and other issues, the U.S. media has an entirely 
contrary view which often irks the relationship. 

Media has always had an influence on building public 
perceptions. This paper will focus on these perceptions that the 
U.S. media has built up about Pakistan’s nuclear program. An 
assessment of the U.S. media reveals that most of the time its focus 
is mainly on the negative aspects of the Pakistani nuclear program 
and fails to report the positive steps that Pakistan has taken. This 
contention is supported with empirical data in this paper.  

While this issue can be analyzed in a number of ways, this 
particular study will be based on the qualitative research design 
with a focus on discourse. While discourse analysis does limit the 
study material considerably, however, keeping the focus on 
discourse will comprehensively cover the aspect of public 
perceptions as formed by media over a specific issue, in this case 
Pakistan’s nuclear program.  

2Feroz Hassan Khan and Ryan W. French, “U.S.-Pakistani Nuclear Relations: A 
Strategic Survey,” PASCC, Report No. 2014-005, April 2014, 
http://calhoun.nps.edu/public/handle/10945/41781, accessed onJanuary 1, 2019 
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For this purpose, content analysis of existing data has been 
out. Interpretive as well as descriptive methods have been adopted 
as and when required, with emphasis on empirical data. Since the 
scope of the paper had to be limited in order to carry out a more 
comprehensive analysis, therefore, the primary source of data was 
restricted to print media in the U.S.   

The discourse developed by The New York Times (NYT) in 
their opinions and editorials section will remain the primary focus 
of this study. Limiting the data analysis to just the NYT offers a 
more in-depth exploration of the discourse on Pakistan’s nuclear 
program on one of the most widely distributed newspapers in the 
U.S. However, in order to substantiate this discourse, a few other 
research articles as well as newspaper outlets have also been 
explored to validate the trends developing in the U.S through the 
media.  

It is important to identify to the public who are mainly the 
target audience of such media reporting. According to multiple 
sources, the NYT is the second most circulated newspaper in the 
U.S.3 It has influence on the thinking of the general U.S. population, 
which includes the current and future U.S. policy makers, who will 
eventually make U.S. policies regarding different issues in the 
international world. Thus, the perception, which the NYT 
perpetrates, has the ability to shape their thinking. Portrayal of 
consistent negative perceptions about Pakistan’s nuclear program 
can potentially affect their thinking and gives rise to preconceived 
notions. 

Pakistan can play a major role to alter these perceptions as 
well. While Pakistan has taken some major steps to help counter 

3 “Top 100 US Newspapers Listed by Circulation,” Paperboy, 
http://www.thepaperboy.com/usa-top-100-newspapers.cfm, accessed 
onJanuary 1, 2019 
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the negative perceptions about its nuclear program, a lot more still 
needs to be done. This paper will also assess the Pakistani position 
on these issues and highlights the steps that Pakistan has taken to 
counter the negative perceptions of foreign media.  

Thus the scope of this research paper is to explore the 
dominant perceptions about Pakistani nuclear program in the U.S. 
and analyze its effect on the relationship between Pakistan and the 
U.S. Finally this paper also discusses steps which Pakistan can take 
to change this into a positive trend. 

Perceptions about Pakistan’s Nuclear Program 

Media has undergone an overhaul in recent decades. Historically, 
media was just a means to relay news to the public; it has since 
then become a tool powerful enough to influence policies, even 
state policies. Subsequently, the states also began to use media for 
political agenda. Since the revolution in electronic and print media, 
it has been used by the western powers to shape public opinion 
against countries to prepare grounds to isolate them, punish them 
for alleged defiance and in worst cases create grounds for invasion. 
The most relevant examples of this type of the usage of media 
outlets were seen in the invasion of Iraq by the U.S. and more 
recently in the case of the Iranian Nuclear Program.4 Another 
similar example of media playing a role in generating perceptions 
has been seen in the recent Pakistan-India skirmish following the 
Pulwama attack where Twitter was used extensively in India to 
malign Pakistan and boost Modi’s popularity.5 

4 Jonas Siegel & Saranaz Barforoush, “Media coverage of Iran’s nuclear program,” 
,CISSM Policy Paper  v, http://www.cissm.umd.edu/papers/files/media.pdf, 
accessed onJanuary 1, 2019 
5 Salma Shaheen. “Under the #Twitter @ Overhang Twitterflections from the 
Pulwama-Balakot Crisis”, Pakistan Politico, April 5, 2019, 
http://pakistanpolitico.com/under-the-twitter-overhang-twitterflections-from-
the-pulwama-balakot-crisis/, accessed on May 12, 2019 
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Given the examples of media playing a role in shaping 
opinions which is followed by a kinetic policy of the west against 
these countries, has created deep apprehensions in other countries 
who feel they are the future candidates of this kind of western 
isolation and dislike of these countries nuclear program. Pakistan 
falls in this category where fears of the U.S. intentions against the 
Pakistani nuclear program have become increasingly rampant. 
Therefore, when the U.S. media champions the cause of non-
proliferation, raise hyperbole of nuclear safety and security and 
create sector of nuclear weapons falling in terrorist hands, policy 
makers and the public in Pakistan fear the worse about the U.S. 
policy making in the future as a consequence of the created 
discourse. Even though the U.S. government officials do not 
subscribe to these media perceptions, but given past examples the 
apprehensions in Pakistan on false reporting seem justified.6 

Ever since the inception of military nuclear program of 
Pakistan in 1998, there  have been constant speculations and 
theories on it and its different facets in nearly all the media sources 
in the world including The New York Times. No other country in the 
world has been subjected to such an intense focus by the media 
and for such extended periods.  

This section focuses on the repeated negative allegations 
that the U.S. media has made about the Pakistani nuclear program 
in the past decade. Following this will be an analysis of the positive 
steps that Pakistani nuclear establishment has taken which the 
media ignores invariably.  

 

6 Ambiguities created by the western media while citing “un-named” government 
officials voicing apprehensions about the Pakistani nuclear program further add 
to the prevalent perceptions about its program. There is often no proper 
referencing. 
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Allegations 

For the past decade or so, the media has tried to curate 
observations by interpreting Pakistan's nuclear program as they 
want to see it. The element of disbelief is overwhelming. Although, 
every nuclear powered country in the world has had these 
problems in some shape or form regarding its nuclear weapons, yet 
the extensive and consistent media writings and broadcasts have 
ingrained negative perceptions which are difficult for any effort to 
erase. It has become an uphill task to counter the negative 
connotations affiliated with every act and aspect of Pakistan’s 
nuclear program. Though there has been a shift noticed in its focus 
towards the Iranian and North Korean nuclear program since the 
recent past but during the last decade or so, it was more addressed 
singularly by the media.  

The U.S. media has talked about many facets of the 
Pakistani nuclear program, from which a few major ones have been 
identified below. A thorough research of The New York Times 
newspaper from the past decade has been conducted to bring out 
examples and evidences where the media has consistently spread 
negativity about the Pakistani program leading to more and more 
negative sensitivities.  

Proliferators of Nuclear Technology 

Pakistan came to the forefront as a possible proliferator of the 
nuclear technology after the unearthing of the A. Q. Khan network 
in 2004. 7 It was put under nuclear sanctions sincemid-1970s, 
especially after India’s nuclear explosion on May 18, 1974.  Dr. 
Khan was one of the leading scientists of Pakistan’s nuclear 
program, especially in terms of uranium enrichment. Later on, he 

7 Transcript of Dr. A Q Khan’s address to Pakistan Television, FAS, Feb 4, 2004, 
https://fas.org/nuke/guide/pakistan/nuke/aqkhan020404.html, accessed 
onJanuary 12, 2019 
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was accused of proliferating nuclear related information and 
centrifuges to other countries, mainly Iran, North Korea and Libya.8 

Pakistan’s nuclear program was made into a unique case 
mainly for two reasons; 

• Firstly, the method in which Pakistan acquired 
military nuclear technology was different from the 
rest of the world. There were numerous obstacles in 
Pakistan’s way, so much so that it had to opt for the 
less traditional route of centrifuges rather than the 
traditional use of plutonium for nuclear weapons. 
Although, it utilized both technologies in the later 
years, initially the Pakistani nuclear program was 
primarily uranium based.9 

• The second reason for making Pakistan a scapegoat 
for proliferation is that although the state of 
Pakistan was involved in every step of the way, the 
country still relied too much on a single individual 
and his expertise in the field of uranium based 
nuclear weapons technology.10  Pakistan did have a 
sufficient number of other technical experts apart 
from A Q Khan, yet the reliance on this one 
individual remained significant.  

 Pakistan also adopted the non-traditional way of 
developing its program and defied the international world. The 
methodology in which it acquired the nuclear technology was 

8 David Rohde and David E. Sanger, “Key Pakistani Is Said to Admit Atom 
Transfers,” The New York Times, February 2, 2004, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2004/02/02/world/key-pakistani-is-said-to-admit-
atom-transfers.html, accessed onJanuary 12, 2019 
9 Pakistan’s Nuclear Program, NTI, April 2016, 
https://www.nti.org/learn/countries/pakistan/nuclear/, accessed onJanuary 12, 
2019 
10 Ibid 
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unique while inviting the wrath of the U.S. fell on the country. A Q 
Khan’s follies quickly became Pakistan’s follies. As soon as Dr. Khan 
confessed to the proliferation charges in 2004 and the Pakistani 
government admitted to their neglect, the international media 
surged with the allegations of Pakistan’s involvement in the nuclear 
proliferation most pronouncedly despite the act of a single 
individual.  

More so, the measures taken by Pakistan following the A Q 
Khan incident received little or no attention at all by the 
international media. Soon a small segment of the Pakistani National 
Command Authority (NCA) dealing with security and safety 
transformed into a full-fledged security division of the NCA yet has 
hardly been discussed.11 The elaborate Personnel Reliability 
Program was also employed by Pakistan12 which went unnoticed in 
the international media as well.  

Regrettably, there have been numerous similar instances 
when the U.S. media has reflected poorly on Pakistan’s ability to 
keep the possible proliferation of nuclear technology in check. The 
speculations of the media in and around 2004 when this issue came 
to the forefront though makes sense as it was a hot and current 
topic at that time. The articles like “Nukes 'R' Us”13 and “Ending 
Pakistan's Nuclear Trade”14 in 2004 are not speculation on the 
proliferation problem of Pakistan per say, and could be considered 
a discussion on hot and current topic. Nonetheless,  speculations 
about the same issue ten years later,  has become more of an 
agenda of the US media since Pakistan has taken numerous steps to 
prevent any such event from recurrence and is not sufficiently 

11Naeem Salik, Learning to Live with the Bomb Pakistan: 1998 – 2016 (Karachi: 
Oxford University Press, 2017), 199. 
12 Ibid, 200.  
13 Gary Milhollin and Kelly Motz, “Nukes ‘R’ Us,” New York Times, March 4, 2004.  
14 “Ending Pakistan’s Nuclear Trade,” New York Times, February 7, 2004.   
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covered. On the contrary,the U.S. media continues to speculate 
about this issue unjustifiably. 

One example of such media reporting is clear from the 
opinion article published in The New York Times in 2007, three 
years after A Q Khan said he was acting on his own. It states, “We 
know he (A Q Khan) gave them plans for the centrifuge and 
probably sample centrifuges… We also do not know to what extent 
the government of Pakistan was complicit in this. The army 
certainly was, and military aircraft were used to transport 
material.”15 

In an editorial titled “No Freedom for Mr Khan” published in 
2009, the newspaper has reiterated again that the Pakistani 
government had a hand in proliferation; “And despite the tearful, 
televised confession in which Mr. Khan insisted that he alone was 
guilty, it is widely believed that Pakistan’s powerful military, 
including Gen. Pervez Musharraf, who was then president and is a 
former army chief of staff, was complicit in this exceedingly vile 
trade.”16 

In the same editorial, it has also been asserted that A Q 
Khan could revive his old proliferation network; “But officials and 
experts in Washington and elsewhere are concerned that he could 
still revive a network that was not fully dismantled.”17 

Pakistan’s government vehemently denied that any 
institution in Pakistan including military was involved in the 
activities of the A Q Khan network. However, this did not stop the 
media from making negative assumptions which in turn shaped 
utterly wrong public perceptions. 

15 Jeremy Bernstein, “Where Those Reactors and Centrifuges Came From,” New 
York Times, March 10, 2007.  
16 “No Freedom for Mr. Khan,” New York Times, September 6, 2009. 
17 Ibid 
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 Another instance is clear from the title of an article written 
by David E Sanger and Eric Schmitt titled “Pakistani Nuclear Arms 
Pose Challenge to U.S. Policy” published in The New York Times in 
2011; “But senior officials remain deeply concerned that weapons-
usable fuel, which is kept in laboratories and storage centers, is 
more vulnerable and could be diverted by insiders in Pakistan’s vast 
nuclear complex.”18To give more credibility to their arguments they 
have also quoted a U.S. ambassador to Pakistan saying that the 
nuclear material is not secure, “In State Department cables 
released by WikiLeaks late last year, Anne Patterson, then the 
American ambassador to Pakistan, wrote of concerns that nuclear 
material in Pakistan’s laboratories was vulnerable to slow theft 
from insiders.”19 

An article from 2013 again talks about the A Q Khan 
network even though in 2013 this news was almost nine years old. 
The article is not even about the A Q Khan network per say but the 
author has inserted the proliferation network of Mr. Khan and the 
Pakistani factor into the text; “He lays out in unsparing detail the 
duplicity and centrifuge employed to keep Iran’s enrichment 
program secret, the cozy relationship with the infamous Pakistani 
nuclear merchant A. Q. Khan…”20 

As recently as 2019, U.S. Secretary of State, in an interview 
to Fox News, said that proliferation of Pakistan’s nuclear program 
remains one of the top five things in the threat perceptions for the 

18 David E Sanger and Eric Schmitt, “Pakistani Nuclear Arms Pose Challenge to 
U.S. Policy,” New York Times, January 31, 2011, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/01/world/asia/01policy.html?pagewanted=al
l&_r=0&gwh=FD38C17D3AEF64E052178F087DB86D5E&gwt=pay, accessed 
onJanuary 12, 2019 
19 Sanger and Schmitt, “Pakistani Nuclear Arms Pose Challenge”, (2011) 
20 Bill Keller, “Rethinking the Unthinkable,” New York Times, January 11, 2013, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/13/books/review/five-myths-about-nuclear-
weapons-and-more.html?pagewanted=all, accessed on January 20, 2019 
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U.S. government21, despite Pakistan’s numerous efforts to counter 
and prevent such an eventuality.  

These are but a few of the many examples where media 
sources have used unfounded expression and populous rhetoric to 
mislead information about Pakistan’s nuclear program. The 
objective is more to malign the program rather than contributing to 
the efforts of non-proliferation. In this backdrop, it would be more 
appropriate to conclude that negative reporting about Pakistan’s 
nuclear program is more commonly seen and accepted to project 
Pakistan as one of the world’s top contender of potential 
proliferators of nuclear material to non-state actors as well. Such 
information dissemination hugely undermines Pakistan’s credibility 
as a responsible state despite its role during War on Terror (WoT). 
Pakistan lost more than seventy thousand lives in its war against 
terrorists. The act of one individual is being politically considered as 
the act of the entire country.  

Security and Safety  

Safety and security of the Pakistani nuclear program and 
installation has also come under attack by the Western media 
repeatedly since the recent past. Ironically, this allegation never 
found space at the time of the Pakistani nuclear tests and the 
debate focused more on the stability- instability aspect, which since 
then has been more or less deleted. After 9/11, the issue of safety 
and security of the Pakistani nuclear program has attained more 
attention in the western media. The media presumes the Pakistani 
nuclear sites vulnerable to terrorist attack.  

21 Brian Kilmeade’s Full, Unedited Interview with Secretary of State Mike 
Pompeo, Fox News, March 15, 2019, 
https://radio.foxnews.com/2019/03/15/brian-kilmeades-full-unedited-interview-
with-secretary-of-state-mike-pompeo/, accessed on June 20, 2019 
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The issue of safety gained momentum after the Fukushima 
accident in 2011 when the safety of nuclear plants all over the 
world came into question. However, even then the limelight 
remained on Pakistan. Despite the several steps taken by Pakistan 
to ensure a proper physical safety of its nuclear sites yet the media 
has been demonizing this aspect. The world hardly acknowledges 
Pakistan’s efforts of strict adherence to IAEA safeguard.  

Safety and security of the nuclear sites is one of the most 
dominant themes that the western media picks up about the 
nuclear program of Pakistan. Despite repeated reassurances by top 
people in the nuclear establishment that the Pakistani nuclear 
facilities are safe and secure, the media keeps on playing the same 
tune about the Pakistani nuclear program and its safety and 
security ‘issues’. Looking at some of the news reporting carried out 
by the media sources regarding the safety and security will better 
shed some light on how that is contributing into forming negative 
perceptions about the safety of the program where in actuality, 
there might not be any danger to the program at all.  

An editorial which appeared in TheNew York Times back in 
April 2009, regarding the militancy which was spreading in Pakistan 
at that time titled “60 minutes from Islamabad.” In the article it 
says that, “And — most frightening of all — if the army cannot or 
will not defend its own territory against the militants, how can 
anyone be sure it will protect Pakistan’s 60 or so nuclear 
weapons?”22 The article mainly suggests Pakistan on counter 
measures to face the growing militant threat in the country but the 
issue of the security of the nuclear facilities of Pakistan is also 
hauled to misrepresent facts. Though Pakistan has fought a long 
successful war against terrorism and is in the war zone for the last 

22  “60 Miles from Islamabad, ”The New York Times, April 26, 2009, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/04/27/opinion/27mon1.html?_r=0, accessed on 
January 20, 2019 
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several years, the security and safety of its nuclear program 
remained well protracted. No threatening event could be quoted to 
inflame the deceptive information often propagated in the western 
sources. Despite that the media continues to dwell on the 
negatives.  

Unfortunately, in yet another article about the peace talks 
with the Taliban the issue of the security of the Pakistani nuclear 
weapons was once again highlighted and mentions that; “We need 
Pakistan as a strategic ally, and we need both its stability and a 
good working relationship with its leaders to help keep its 100 or so 
nuclear warheads from falling into terrorist hands”23 This lack of 
confidence in Pakistan’s abilities and sincerity often subjugates 
Pakistan’s integrity leaving a bad taste in the confidence building. 
The role of media should be of a facilitator rather than a teaser. 

Michael Krepon wrote in 2012 that, “Experts worry that 
while nuclear weapons are currently under firm control [in 
Pakistan], with warheads disassembled, insiders could sell off 
technology during a worsened crisis.”24 

Another article on Arms Control expressed similar concerns 
in these words, “Purely in actuarial terms, there is a strong 
possibility that bad apples in the nuclear establishment are willing 
to cooperate with outsiders for personal gain or out of sympathy 

23 Haider Ali Hussein Mullick, “Pakistan Mustn’t Surrender,” New York Times, 
February 23, 2014, http://www.nytimes.com/2014/02/24/opinion/pakistan-
mustnt-surrender.html, accessed on January 20, 2019 
24Paul K. Kerr, Mary Beth Nikitin, “Pakistan’s Nuclear Weapons: Proliferation and 
Security Issues”, CRS Report for Congress, June 26, 2012, 
https://www.everycrsreport.com/files/20110720_RL34248_9faafe233c8fedeae8
4d9d65bd9257f5452bcc00.pdf, accessed on January 20, 2019 
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for their cause. Nowhere in the world is this threat greater than in 
Pakistan.”25 

`Historically, the idea of affiliating Pakistan’s nuclear 
program with the terrorist groups originated soon after the advent 
of nuclear weapons in Pakistan. In an article published by The New 
York Times back in 2001 titled “How Secure is Pakistan’s 
Plutonium?” the authors said, “The main nuclear security problem 
posed by Al Qaeda today is access to radioactive materials in 
Pakistan.26 

This singling out of Pakistan and espousing it with the non-
state actors out of the seven declared nuclear weapons states is 
basically reflective of preconceived notions. The ulterior motive 
expressed is more out of political propaganda permeating out of 
proactive however, successful lobbying by the adversaries of 
Pakistan as a safe nuclear state.  

In another article titled ‘Urgent Worries about Pakistani 
Nuclear Material’ the author has asserted the same argument just 
in different words. The author says, “But in their view an even 
bigger threat is the risk that fissile material in Pakistan could be 
stolen and used for crude terror devices.”27Even the name of the 
article suggests that there is a lot to worry about the safety and 
security of the Pakistani nuclear arsenal.  

25 Rolf Mowatt-Larssen, “Security in Pakistan: Reducing the Risks of Nuclear 
Terrorism”, Arms Control Today 39 (July/August 2009), 
https://www.belfercenter.org/publication/nuclear-security-pakistan-reducing-
risks-nuclear-terrorism, accessed on February 1, 2019 
26 Mansoor Ijaz and R. James Woolsey, “How Secure is Pakistan’s Plutonium,” 
New York Times, November 28, 2001, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2001/11/28/opinion/28WOOL.html, accessed on 
February 1, 2019 
27 Nayan Chanda, Urgent Worries About Pakistani Nuclear Material,” New York 
Times, November 2, 2001, http://www.nytimes.com/2001/11/02/opinion/02iht-
edchanda_ed3_.html, accessed on February 1, 2019 
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 The safety and security of the Pakistani nuclear sites has 
also been questioned by the western media; “… is ensuring the 
security of Pakistan's nuclear arsenal... Pakistani weapons are 
believed to lack sophisticated locks that would prevent their 
unauthorized use.”28 Questioning professional abilities and 
undermining the contributions of Pakistani scientists open up 
another plethora of misunderstandings. It clearly subverts their 
participation in the field of nuclear sciences in particular and 
technological development in general. The abilities of the Pakistani 
authorities and the nuclear sites are also suspiciously viewed.  

These are just a few of the many instances where the media 
has chosen to publish articles highlighting the nuclear safety and 
security or lack thereof of the Pakistani nuclear program. Thus to 
see these kind of news stories appearing every other day in the 
newspapers is sure to influence the common man’s thinking 
pattern and instill a negative image of the safety and security of the 
Pakistani Nuclear Program.  

Fast Growing Nuclear Program 

Pakistan’s nuclear program is also often falsely bracketed with the 
fast growth. It is time and again propagated in the western media 
that Pakistan is building its nuclear arsenals at an unprecedented 
speed. There is need to understand that the Pakistani nuclear 
program is security driven and India centric. While India continues 
to increase its arsenal both in numbers and technology as well as its 
fissile materials stockpiles, as validated through recent studies on 
the matter including two Belfer Center papers titled India’s Nuclear 
Exceptionalism29 and The Three Overlapping Streams of India’s 

28 Bruce G Blair, “The Ultimate Hatred Is Nuclear,” New York Times, October 22, 
2001, http://www.nytimes.com/2001/10/22/opinion/the-ultimate-hatred-is-
nuclear.html, accessed on January 20, 2019 
29 Mansoor Ahmed, “India’s Nuclear Exceptionalism,” Managing the Atom 
Project, Belfer 
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Nuclear Programs30 as well as a 2016 book titled “Indian 
Unsafeguarded Nuclear Program: An Assessment”31, it is Pakistan 
which in the past and presently remains in the limelight on the 
fabricated issue of having the fastest growing program.  

As the nature of threat to Pakistan changes, with the Indian 
advancements in Cruise missiles, Short Range Ballistic Missiles and 
sea based deterrents, Pakistan’s threat assessment has also 
changed. This Pakistani attempt to maintain balance, not parity, 
with India is given a negative propagandist spin of fastest growing 
arsenal in the world without understanding the core issue at hand.  

This issue is often dovetailed with the issue of the security 
of these weapons. In an article titled “Pakistan is rapidly adding 
Nuclear Arms, US Says,” the authors have said that, Pakistan’s drive 
to spend heavily on new nuclear arms has been a source of growing 
concern, because the country is producing more nuclear material at 
a time when Washington is increasingly focused on trying to assure 
the security of an arsenal of 80 to 100 weapons so that they will 
never fall into the hands of Islamic insurgents.”32 

Center,https://www.belfercenter.org/sites/default/files/files/publication/India%
27s%20Nuclear%20Exceptionalism.pdf, accessed on January 20, 2019 
30 Kalman A. Robertson and John Carlson, “The Three Overlapping Streams of 
India’s Nuclear Programs,” Belfer Center, 
https://www.belfercenter.org/sites/default/files/legacy/files/thethreesoverlappi
ngtreamsofindiasnuclearpowerprograms.pdf, accessed on January 20, 2019 
31  Adeela Azam, Ahmed Khan, Sameer Ali Khan and Syed Muhammad Ali, Indian 
Unsafeguarded Nuclear Program: An Assessment (Islamabad: ISSI,  2016) 
32 Thom Shanker and David E. Sanger,  “Pakistan Is Rapidly Adding Nuclear Arms, 
U.S. Says,” New York Times, May 17, 2014, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/05/18/world/asia/18nuke.html, accessed on 
February 1, 2019 
33 David E Sanger and Eric Schmitt,  “Pakistani Nuclear Arms Pose Challenge to 
U.S. Policy,” New York Times, January 31, 2011, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/01/world/asia/01policy.html?pagewanted=al
l&_r=0&gwh=FD38C17D3AEF64E052178F087DB86D5E&gwt=pay, accessed on 
December 28, 2019 
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In another instance it has been written that, “New American 
intelligence assessments have concluded that Pakistan has steadily 
expanded its nuclear arsenal … putting it on a path to overtake 
Britain as the world’s fifth largest nuclear weapons power.”33 

  Although these two articles appeared two years apart yet 
they have used almost the same arguments while talking about 
Pakistan and its growing nuclear arsenal. There are many other 
instances where this issue has come in the media time and again 
and is often in conjunction with other unrelated issues to form 
connections which may not even exist. The reason for this is to 
keep talking about the pace of the Pakistani nuclear arsenal growth 
and keep it fresh in the minds of the people. For instance, in one 
article this issue was highlighted as, “they tolerate terrorists at 
home, seek a Taliban victory in Afghanistan and are building the 
world’s fastest-growing nuclear arsenal.”34 

Another article has used the following words, “With the Middle 
East roiling, the alarming news about Pakistan’s nuclear weapons 
buildup has gotten far too little attention.”35 

This statement appeared in an editorial which reflects the 
bias of the newspaper. The anti-Pakistan lobby in The New York 
Times is actively leaned towards spreading negativity about 
Pakistan’s nuclear program.  

33 David E Sanger and Eric Schmitt,  “Pakistani Nuclear Arms Pose Challenge to 
U.S. Policy,” New York Times, January 31, 2011, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/01/world/asia/01policy.html?pagewanted=al
l&_r=0&gwh=FD38C17D3AEF64E052178F087DB86D5E&gwt=pay, accessed on 
December 28, 2019 
34 Bruce Riedal, “A New Pakistan Policy: Containment,” New York Times, October 
14, 2011, http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/15/opinion/a-new-pakistan-policy-
containment.html, accessed on January 10, 2019   
 
35 “Pakistan’s Nuclear Folly,” New York Times, February 20, 2011, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/21/opinion/21mon1.html, accessed on 
January 10, 2019   
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         In another editorial titled “Pakistan’s Peaceful Transition,” the 
issue of the pace of the Pakistani nuclear program has been 
highlighted in these words, “Pakistan remains a dangerous country. 
It is threatened by a virulent insurgency, it has the world’s fastest-
growing nuclear weapons program, and its economy is in dire 
shape.”36 

         Even in an article which is about the transition of the Pakistani 
government from one civilian president to another the issue of fast 
growing arsenal has been emphasized. The same argument has 
been reiterated again in another editorial which appeared about a 
month later. Here the editorial says that, “Pakistan remains a 
dangerous country in a region with the world’s fastest-growing 
nuclear weapons program.”37 

In retrospect, it is clear from all the above given illustrations 
that the issue of the pace of the Pakistani nuclear program has 
been highlighted again and again. The fact remains that while the 
Pakistani program is dubbed to be the fastest growing, Indian 
advancements, which are at a much larger scale than Pakistan, are 
virtually ignored or brushed aside. With the Indo-US Nuclear Deal in 
place, the domestic uranium reserves of India have been allowed 
for use by their military. This fact however, escapes the attention of 
the critiques in the western media on the nuclear proliferation. It 
rather diverts from the original threats.   

 

 

36 “Pakistan’s Peaceful Transition,” New York Times, September 10, 2013, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/11/opinion/pakistans-peaceful-
transition.html, accessed on January 10, 2019   
37 “Seeking a New Relationship With Pakistan,” New York Times, October 24, 
2013, http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/25/opinion/seeking-a-new-
relationship-with-pakistan.html, accessed on January 10, 2019   
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Civil Military Divide 

Presenting the civil-military divide on nuclear program in Pakistan is 
yet another favourite topic of the western media to romance with, 
portrayed scandalously to attain political leverage. This does not 
only damage Pakistan’s perceptive approach in the world but 
rather helps blur the opinions within the country. As mentioned 
earlier the Pakistan nuclear program is security centric vis-à-vis 
India with whom Pakistan holds several conflicting issues to 
resolve. India has massively built up its nuclear program for sure; 
any such effort could be detrimental to Pakistan’s security regime 
since the misreporting could provoke India to take an insane step. 
Pakistan considers nuclear weapons as weapons of peace and 
mainly uses it to deter any misadventure on the part of India.  This 
negative projection has more cut-throat impact both within and 
outside Pakistan since it divides the public opinion.  

If one is to take a look at the NCA’s structure, which shows 
an equal representation of civilian and military officials with a 
civilian Prime Minister as its head, this myth is nullified. While there 
may be differences of opinion between the two institutions over 
many issues, one issue over which the civilian and military side are 
on the same page is that of Pakistan’s nuclear program.  

The fact cannot be denied that the civilian democracy in 
Pakistan has historically not been the strongest. There have been 
frequent interruptions in the civilian rule. It is only in 2013 that for 
the first time a civilian government completed its five years and 
handed over the country to another civilian government. Yet both 
the civilian and military leadership in Pakistan are working hand in 
hand on nuclear related issues. Though hugely deceptive and 
dangerous, but the civil-military divide in the western media on the 
issue has been least impactful since the picture had been bleak for 
the western audience to make any definite opinion. There have 
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been several statements in different times regarding this issue of 
which only a few could catch the limelight.  

In one such article this issue has been discussed as, “nuclear 
projects are managed by the Pakistani military, but the country’s 
top civilian leaders are, on paper, part of the nuclear chain of 
command. Last year, Pakistan’s prime minister visited the new 
plutonium reactor at Kushab, suggesting at least some level of 
knowledge about the program’.38 

 The fact that the National Command Authority of the 
country, which is the nuclear command and control centre of 
Pakistan, is being headed by a civilian leader does not get any 
recognition most of the time from these media sources. 
Furthermore, the Pakistani army and its power are seen as 
overshadowing the civilians when it comes to nuclear decision 
making. As reiterated in another opinion article, “We also don’t rest 
easy contemplating the weakness of Pakistan’s civilian leadership, 
the power of its army and the bitterness of the country’s rivalry 
with nuclear-armed India.”39 

 Time and again the issue of a supposed discord between the 
civilian and military leadership of Pakistan is brought up in the 
western media. This leads to the perception that perhaps the 
civilians have no control over the nuclear assets of the country and 
the military holds all the keys. This is reflected in another article in 
the following words, “Pakistan is governed in a secretive manner, 
with its intelligence services and military running affairs in spheres 

38 David E Sanger and Eric Schmitt, “Pakistani Nuclear Arms Pose Challenge to 
U.S. Policy,” New York Times, January 31, 2011, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/01/world/asia/01policy.html?pagewanted=al
l&_r=0&gwh=FD38C17D3AEF64E052178F087DB86D5E&gwt=pay, accessed on 
January 10, 2019   
39“Pakistan’s Nuclear Folly,” New York Times, February 20, 2011, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/21/opinion/21mon1.html, accessed on 
January 10, 2019   
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of international concern. Even when the civilians are in charge of 
government, security policy remains largely in the military's 
hands.”40 

 This on the civil military relations is often identified pivotally 
in the western media. In yet another article, this issue has been 
expressed in the following words, “…will remain that way as long as 
Pakistan’s army controls Pakistan’s strategic policies. We must 
contain the Pakistani Army’s ambitions until real civilian rule 
returns and Pakistanis set a new direction for their foreign 
policy.”41 

 While justifying the Indian fast paced nuclear program 
Michael Krepon has blamed the instability in the South Asian region 
responsible for India’s nuclear program; “Finding stability in this 
competition will be difficult, in part because China weighs heavily in 
Indian calculations and because civil-military relations in Pakistan 
are so unbalanced.42 

There have been many such statements in the western 
media about the imbalance between the civilian government and 
the military leadership when it comes to nuclear matters and they 
are reiterated time and again leading to assumptions and fallacies 
while leaving negative and fearful perceptions about Pakistan’s 
nuclear program.   

40 Husain Haqqani, “Nuclear proliferation: The Pakistan-North Korea connection,” 
New York Times, October 26, 2002, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/10/26/opinion/26iht-edhaq_ed3_.html, 
accessed on January 10, 2019   
41 Bruce Riedal, “A New Pakistan Policy: Containment,” New York Times, October 
14, 2011, http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/15/opinion/a-new-pakistan-policy-
containment.html, accessed on January 10, 2019   
42 Michael Krepon, “Nuclear Race on the Subcontinent” New York Times, April 4, 
2013, http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/05/opinion/global/nuclear-race-on-
the-subcontinent.html, accessed on February 1, 2019 
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 Hence, the propaganda against Pakistan’s nuclear program 
is a significant feature of the western public opinion designed 
scientifically. It is specifically featured in the New York Times and 
other leading journals. The propaganda is unfortunately reiterated 
from all angles so that Pakistan’s perspective remains opaque.  This 
trend sometimes does not go unnoticed by the general population 
of the U.S yet, it eludes the opinion of the policy makers. The media 
reports are the most affective opinion building instruments to 
manipulate public opinion. The perceptions about Pakistan and its 
nuclear program are highly biased.  

Pakistan’s Proactive Measures   

This study on the U.S. media from the past decade or so discloses 
the prejudiced reporting on Pakistan’s nuclear program. The 
manipulation of the facts and the policy apprehensions expressed 
are insensitive to the facts and inadequately conceptualized. The 
focus has been primarily on the unfounded self-presumed negative 
aspects of the Pakistani nuclear program. In this process any report 
on the positive compliance with the international arms control and 
disarmament bodies and IAEA policies that Pakistan has religiously 
followed is regrettably ignored. Some of the positive steps which 
Pakistan has taken in this regard include;  

• Pakistan has developed a Nuclear Center of Excellence (PCENS), 
which has a training spectrum in line with the international best 
practices. It “conducts specialized courses in nuclear security, 
physical protection, material control and accounting, transport 
security and personnel reliability”43 according to the national 
statement of Pakistan at the 2016 Nuclear Security Summit. DG 
IAEA also visited the center upon his visit to Pakistan in March 

43 “National Statement of Pakisan,” NSS (2016):  2.  
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201444 and in March 2018 as well when he said that, “Pakistan 
is an experienced user of peaceful nuclear technology… 
Everywhere it was clear Pakistan has the knowledge and the 
pool of people who are dedicated to do this job.”45 

• The Chairman of the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission has 
also reiterated on numerous occasions about the safety and 
security of the Pakistani nuclear facilities. In 2017, the current 
PAEC Chairman Muhammad Naeem said that Pakistan considers 
nuclear security a national responsibility and accords it the 
highest priority in its national construct.46Pakistan also has an 
impeccable record of safety and security with regards to its 
nuclear facilities as there have been no incident of a nuclear 
accident, theft or sabotage to any of it nuclear establishments. 

• Pakistan is also a part of a number of international initiatives 
with regards to nuclear safety and security. This includes PSI, 
CSI, GICNT, and CPPNM and its amendment. It also adheres to 
the IAEA safeguards and has hosted a number of IAEA 
inspections over the years.47 

• Pakistan’s parliament also put forward an Export Control Act in 
September 2004, intended to strengthen the already existing 
measures to prevent proliferation of weapons of mass 
destruction. It has rigorous export control mechanisms in place 
to prevent any nuclear related incident from occurring.48 

44 “DG IAEA visits nuclear Centre of Excellence,” The News, March 13, 2014, 
http://www.thenews.com.pk/Todays-News-13-29074-DG-IAEA-visits-nuclear-
Centre-of-Excellence, accessed on February 1, 2019 
45 “IAEA chief impressed by Pakistan’s nuclear safety standards,”  Express 
Tribune, 2018, https://tribune.com.pk/story/1660030/1-iaea-chief-impressed-
pakistans-nuclear-safety-standards/, accessed on February 1, 2019 
46 “Nuclear security ‘a national responsibility’: PAEC chief.” The Nation, 
September 21, 2017, https://nation.com.pk/21-Sep-2017/nuclear-security-a-
national-responsibility-paec-chief, accessed on February 1, 2019 
47 “Pakistan’s Nuclear Security Regime,” MOFA, 
http://www.mofa.gov.pk/documents/PNSR.pdf, accessed on February 1, 2019 
48 Ibid 
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Verifying and Validating the Trends 

Dominant trends need to be identified in order to assess the kind of 
perceptions the western media is building up about Pakistan’s 
nuclear program. From the above discussion it becomes clear that 
when it comes to the Pakistani nuclear program negativity is 
highlighted a lot more than the proactive steps taken by Pakistan. 
The media sources use preconceived explicit notions about the 
Pakistani nuclear program in their news and article titles for 
commercial public attention thereby, generating wrong 
understanding of its nuclear program.  

On numerous occasions the US government has, expressed 
its satisfaction on the Pakistani nuclear leadership and its standards 
in the nuclear safety and security, its efforts to prevent 
proliferation following the A Q Khan incident and its need for 
nuclear weapons as a security guarantor against India. The 
Pakistani government likewise has time and again reiterated its 
concern on all these issues which the western media brings up. 
However, the media continues to misinterpret in a completely 
different tune highlighting the perceived discord and dangers in 
Pakistan’s growing nuclear program and instills doubts in the minds 
of the U.S. public. This consequently negatively impacts the 
approach of the US policy makers. As a result, the relationship 
between Pakistan and the U.S remain uncomfortable.   

Up until recent summit between the Prime Minister of 
Pakistan Imran Khan and the President of the US Donald Trump in 
July, 2019, the relations between Pakistan and the US remained 
clouded by the opinions shaped by the US media. Earlier, the policy 
makers have been skeptical of Pakistan’s role in the international 
peace and harmony. The relationship between Pakistan and the 
U.S. which were more strained in the past decade, took a nose dive 
following the onset of the Trump administration in the U.S initially. 
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The notion of negative media discourses shaping the perceptions of 
the future policy makers of the U.S. is most truly depicted through 
the Trump administration earlier and the subsequent stance on 
Pakistan informed by the U.S. President understands of the issue 
through years of negative perceptions on Pakistan in the U.S. 
media.  

Way Forward 

Media and its discourse have become a major source of contention 
between the two countries and there is a need to keep a check on 
this media war as this could lead to many future discords in the 
already strained relationship between Pakistan and the U.S. There 
is a need to make a concerted effort in order to change the 
negative trajectory of media reporting when it comes to Pakistan's 
nuclear program. This effort can be made at three different levels.  

At The Governmental Level 

• While the government of Pakistan is already very forth coming 
on matters related to its nuclear program by being part of a 
number of international treaties and norms dealing with the 
nuclear issues, there is a need for the U.S. government to 
reciprocate as well. Whereas the U.S. officials take a balanced 
approach towards the Pakistani nuclear program officially, the 
media undo this balance with inadequate reporting; this gets 
impinged by the perceptions. Media is following the tradition 
since decades. There is a need for the U.S. leadership to 
acknowledge the Pakistani efforts in this regard publicly and put 
halt to good cop bad cop narrative.  

•  The US government should only allow commenting on such 
sensitive technical nuclear matters to thorough professionals 
who are well equipped with the subject. Better understanding 
of the technical nuclear related terms can further eliminate the 
doubts and lead to a more positive understanding.  
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At the Media Level 

•  One major role which the media can play in order to eliminate 
the negative trends is to be more responsible in its reporting. 
Proper certification of the news items or article must be 
emplaced and closely monitored by the media cells in order to 
avoid any damage.  

• Media should try to be more unbiased in its approach. Rather 
than constantly picking on the negative trends regarding the 
Pakistani nuclear program it should also highlight the proactive 
positive steps taken by Pakistan. For this to work there is a need 
to create an appetite for alternative perspectives in the free 
media so as to maintain an unbiased approach.  

• Any commercial approach by media must be avoided and equal 
opportunities must be allowed to an opposite argument in 
order to ensure a balanced deduction. Any comment or 
discussion by a likeminded discussant would only reinforce the 
already prejudiced narrative. In order to maintain the neutrality 
a diverse opinion is essential. These voices can be from Pakistan 
or elsewhere.  

• In fact, it is obligatory for the US media to project Pakistan’s 
point of view as well so that the authenticity can be established. 
Encouraging Pakistani experts would certainly provide a 
sustainable confidence in the media resource as well.  

 
At the People Level 

• A frequent communication between the academic and strategic 
communities of both the countries needs encouragement. This 
will help to decimate some of the negative perceptions that 
they hold about each other.  

• Collective programs can also be designed to counter negative 
perceptions in the media. The media professionals can also be 
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assisted by jointly conducting seminars and conferences under 
the supervision of the nuclear experts. This can significantly 
help thwart unforeseen consequences. Nuclear issue is certainly 
a very sensitive issue which can inflict worldwide damage. Its 
implication can enwrap the entire humanity and therefore 
needs a careful handling.  

• Perceptions formation is a continuous process and the current 
perceptions have been built up for more than two decades. No 
overnight change could be expected and therefore require both 
short and long-term strategies in order to implement 
sustainable policies. There is need for a concerted effort by 
both countries to eliminate the biases in the media first. The 
relationship between Pakistan and the U.S. could potentially 
improve if their perceptions regarding each other are changed. 
One of the ways in which this can be done is by portraying a 
more balanced image in the media regarding nuclear issues. 
Media can play rather a very detrimental or constructive role in 
the future of this relationship, depending on how it is 
interpreted by the lobbies on both sides. 
 

Conclusion 

Media has become a very powerful tool and its role has been 
changing rapidly in the past decade or so. The Pakistani nuclear 
program has been severely criticized by the western media which 
led to the formation of a host of negative perceptions about the 
country and its nuclear program. Perception building is a process, 
which happens all the time in the international community. The 
media forms perceptions readily in a fast moving world where 
people are more used to of off the shelf products. Digging deep 
into the facts is fast becoming elusive while spreading the 
perceptions like a wild fire.  
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The U.S. public has been influenced by the abundance of 
negative perceptions formed by the U.S. media about the Pakistani 
nuclear program. The positive steps taken by the Pakistani nuclear 
establishment have been virtually ignored by the media thus leading 
to the perceptions that the Pakistani nuclear program is not a safe 
program. This has led to the formation of preconceived notions in the 
minds of the U.S. general public. This trend of negativity has 
adversely affected the already strained relationship between 
Pakistan and the U.S. and can further aggravate the situation.  

There is need for the international media also to take stock 
of their reporting. One sided biased reporting is not the purpose of 
a media outlet. The media houses should look at both sides of the 
picture before making judgments. There should also be a balanced 
reporting regarding any issue. The Pakistani nuclear program has 
always been under tight scrutiny by the international community 
and the international media. 

 Thus, there is a dire need for Pakistan to relay the Pakistani 
narrative also regarding this issue so as to counter the prevailing 
negative perception. This can only be done if the authorities in 
Pakistan take timely action against wrong propagation and with a 
united front. Although, much has been done by the Pakistani 
establishment to counter these negative perceptions, a lot more 
effort is still needed. More voices are required on these strategic 
issues from Pakistan in international media, as this forms a very 
integral part of international policies about Pakistan. 
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